American History
*American Archaeology (gr. 3-4)
   Uncovers the Dutch Colonies
   Uncovers the Earliest English Settlements
   Uncovers the Underground Railroad
   Uncovers the Vikings
   Uncovers the Westward Movement

American Legends and Folktales (gr. 3-4)
Bonnie and Clyde
Buffalo Bill
Lady Liberty
Nathan Hale
Rosie the Riveter
Uncle Sam

Children in History (gr. 5-6)
Children during the Civil War
Children in the Civil Rights Era
Children in Colonial America
Children in Japanese American Confinement Camps
Children in the Holocaust
Children in the Industrial Revolution
Children on the American Frontier
Children Working the Fields

* DK Eyewitness (gr. 3-6)
American Revolution
Civil War
Cowboy
Economy
Flag
Vietnam War
World War I
World War II

Expansion of Our Nation (gr. 3-5)
The Indian Removal Act and the Trail of Tears

The Lewis and Clark Expedition
The Louisiana Purchase
Manifest Destiny and the Journey West
The Mexican-American War
Slavery and the Missouri Compromise
The Texas Revolution
The War of 1812

Foundations of Our Nation (gr. 3-5)
The American Revolution
Creating the Constitution
Developing the Bill of Rights
Establishing the American Colonies
Establishing the Judicial Branch
Establishing the Legislative Branch
George Washington and the American Presidency
Writing the Declaration of Independence

Leaders in Colonial New York (gr. 5-7)
Leaders in Colonial New York
Leaders of New York's Industrial Growth
New York in the New Nation
New York's Economic Growth
New York's Erie Canal
New York's European Explorers

Major Battles in U.S. History (gr. 3-5)
Gettysburg
Inchon
Little Bighorn
Midway
San Juan Hill
Lexington and Concord
Normandy

My Government (gr. 3)
Standing in a Supreme Court Justice’s Shoes
Standing in the President’s Shoes
Standing in the Secretary of State’s Shoes

* Titles are available in overdrive.com, but not in Sora.
* Native Americans in the 21st Century (gr. 5-6)
  Life on the Reservations
  Native American Industry in Contemporary America
  Native Americans and the U.S. Government
  Preserving Their Heritage

One Nation for All (gr. 4-5)
  Life as a Nigerian American
  Life as a Somali American
  Life as a Syrian American
  Life as an Afghan American
  Life as an Indian American
  Life as an Iraqi American

Single Titles
  The Apothecary (gr. 5-7)
  The Civil Rights Movement (gr. 4)
  *The Erie Canal (gr. 3-5)
  *The Legend of New Amsterdam (gr. 4-6)
  Thomas Jefferson and the Louisiana Purchase (gr. 5-7)
  United No More! Stories of the Civil War (gr. 6-9)

Turning Points in History
  9/11/2001 (gr. 6)
  Hurricane Katrina (gr. 6)
  Stamp Act of 1765 (gr. 6)
  The First Lunar Landing (gr. 6)
  The Montgomery Bus Boycott (gr. 6)
  *The School Is Not White! A True Story of the Civil Rights Movement (gr. 5-7)

Animals & Insects
The Age of Dinosaurs (gr. 3-6)
  Meet Ankylosaurus
  Meet Deinonychus
  Meet Diplodocus
  Meet Giganotosaurus
  Meet Iguanodon
  Meet Plateosaurus
  Meet Scipionyx
  Meet Velociraptor

All About Dinosaurs (gr. 1-3)
  Diplodocus
  Parasaurolophus
  Pterodactyl
  Spinosaurus
  Stegosaurus
  Triceratops
  Tyrannosaurus Rex
  Velociraptor

* Amazing Animal Skills (gr. 4)
  Leaps and Creeps
  Movers and Makers
  Screams and Songs
  Sniffs and Stinks
  Spits and Squirts

Animal Engineers (gr. 2-3)
  Anthills
  Beaver Dams
  Beehives
  Bird Nests
  Chimpanzee Nests
  Coral Reefs
  Prairie Dog Burrows
  Spiderwebs

The Animal Files (gr. 3-5)
  We Need African Rhinos
  We Need Bats
  We Need Bees
  We Need Butterflies
  We Need Plankton
  We Need Prairie Dogs
  We Need Sharks
  We Need Wolves

Animal Homes (gr. 1-2)
  A Bear’s Den
  A Caterpillar’s Tent
  A Fox’s Den
  A Gorilla’s Nest
  A Hermit Crab’s Shell
  A Lion’s Den
  A Squirrel’s Hollow
  A Termite’s Colony
Animal Structures (gr. 1-2)
Claws, Nails, and Hooves
Eyes, Ears, and Noses
Hair, Fur, and Spines
Mouths, teeth, and Tongues
Shells, Scales, and Skin
Wings, Legs, and Fins

* Animals Animals (gr. 2-3)
Cows
Cranes and Storks
Dogs
Donkeys
Horses
Pigs and Hogs
Prairie Dogs
Rats
Scorpions
Vultures
Walruses

Animals of Africa (gr. 2-3)
Cheetahs
Elephants
Gazelles
Giraffes
Gorillas
Hippopotamuses
Lions
Meerkats
Warthogs
Zebras

Animals of North America (gr. 2-3)
American Alligators
American Beavers
American Bison
American Black Bears
Bald Eagles
Bighorn Sheep
Caribou
Coyotes
Moose
Mountain Lions

Animals of the Tundra (gr. 1-2)
Arctic Foxes
Arctic Wolves
Caribou
Snowy Owls

* Backyard Safari (gr. 4-6)
Birds
Caterpillars and Butterflies
Frogs and Toads
Spiders

* Class Pet (gr. 2-3)
The Fish in Our Class
The Frog in Our Class
The Hamster in Our Class
The Turtle in Our Class

Creepy Crawlers (gr. 1-2)
Ants
Caterpillars
Grasshoppers
Mosquitoes
Spiders
Termites
Wasps
Worms

* Endangered! (gr. 6)
Apes
Dolphins
Hawks and Falcons
Leopards
Seals

* DK Eyewitness (gr. 3-6)
Amphibian
Animal Life
Animals
Bird
Birds of North America (Eastern Region)
Birds of North America (Western Region)
Butterfly & Moth
Cat
Dog
Eagle & Birds of Prey
Endangered Animals
Farm
Frog
Gorilla, Monkey & Ape
Horse
Insect
Mammal
Predator
Reptile
Shell

* DK Eyewonder (gr. K-4)
Big Cats
Birds
Bugs
Dinosaur
Mammals
Reptiles
Shark
Whales & Dolphins

* DK Guides (gr. 2-7)
Dinosaurs
Mammals

* DK Let’s Look (gr. K-1)
Baby Animals
Dinosaurs
Farm

* DK Readers
Dinosaurs Day (gr. K-2)
Dinosaur Detectives (gr. 3-7)
Dinosaurs Dinners (gr. 1-3)

Finding Dinosaurs (gr. 3-5)
Archaeopteryx
Diplodocus
Iguanodon
Spinosaurus
Stegosaurus
Triceratops
Tyrannosaurus rex
Velociraptor

Focus Readers (gr. K-1)
Butterflies
Cats

Dogs
Dolphins
Eagles
Horses
Lions
Monkeys
Pandas
Sharks

* General Science
Inside Animals (gr. 4-6)
How Do Tadpoles Become Frogs? (gr. 3-4)

* Great Pets (gr. 6)
Ferrets
Frogs
Guinea Pigs
Horses
Small Birds

I’m a Bug (gr. PK-2)
If I Were a Butterfly
If I Were a Dragonfly
If I Were a Grasshopper
If I Were a Ladybug

* A Kid’s Guide to Keystone Species in Nature (gr. 5-7)
Deserts
Grasslands
Ponds, Streams, & Wetlands
Mountains
The Sea & along the Coastline

Migrating Animals (gr. 1-2)
African Elephants
American Bison
Dolphins
Reindeer
Sharks
Storks

Natural Phenomena (gr. 3-5)
Humpback Whale Migration
Leatherback Sea Turtle Migration
The Science of Senses (gr. 3-4)
How Animals Feel
How Animals Hear
How Animals See
How Animals Smell
How Animals Taste

Single Titles (gr. 1-3)
*64 Questions & Answers about Dangerous Animals (gr. 4-6)
Amphibians and Reptiles: A Compare and Contrast Book (K-3)
Animal Eyes (gr. K-3)
*Animal Fact/Animal Fable (gr. 3-5)
Animal Legs (K-3)
Animal Mouths (K-3)
Animal Partners (gr. K-3)
Animal Tails (K-3)
Animalalogy: Animal Analogies (gr. K-3)
*Armadillos Sleep in Dugouts and Other Places Animals Live (gr. K-2)
Astro: The Steller Sea Lion (K-3)
*At the Edge of the Pond (gr. 4-5)
*Aye-ayes, Bears, and Condors: An ABC of Endangered Animals and Their Babies (gr. 4-6)
*Ballenas Asesinas: Killer Whales (gr. 3-5)
Balloon Trees (K-3)
Bat (gr. 4-6)
The Beavers’ Busy Year (K-3)
Been There, Done That: Reading Animal Signs (K-3)
*Big Bugs (gr. 4-5)
A Butterfly Called Hope (K-3)
Blue Around Me (K-2)
*Camel (gr. 4-6)
Carolina’s Story: Sea Turtles Get Sick Too! (K-3)
*Changing Colors (K-3)
*Cheetah (gr. 4-6)
A Day in the Deep (K-3)
*Deadly Ants (gr. 5-6)
Dino Tracks (K-3)
Dino Treasures (gr. K-3)
*Dinosaur Dig (gr. 6-8)
*Dinosaur Mountain: Graveyard of the Past (gr. 5-7)
Llama (gr. 4-6)
The Lucky Litter: Wolf Pups Rescued from Wildfire (gr. K-3)
*Mealtime for Zoo Animals (gr. K-3)
Monarchs (gr. 5-7)
Monkey (gr. 4-6)
*Mother and Baby Zoo Animals (gr. K-3)
My Season with Penguins: An Antarctic Journal (gr. 3-6)
*New Questions and Answers about Dinosaurs (gr. 4-6)
Night Creepers (gr. K-3)
*Noisetime for Zoo Animals (gr. K-3)
*Ocean Day (gr. K-4)
Ocean Hide and Seek (gr. K-3)
Ocean Seasons (gr. K-4)
Once Upon an Elephant
One Wolf Howls (gr. K-3)
Orange around Me (gr. K-2)
Orangutan (gr. 4-6)
*Panda (gr. 4-6)
*Panda (gr. 4-6)
*Penguin (gr. 4-6)
*A Penguin Year (gr. 4-6)
A Penguin's World (gr. K-2)
The Perfect Pet (K-3)
*Pets in a Jar: Collecting and Caring for Small Wild Animals (gr. 4-6)
*A Pinky Is a Baby Mouse and Other Baby Animal Names (gr. K-4)
*Playing with Penguins and Other Adventures in Antarctica (gr. 4-6)
*Playtime for Zoo Animals (gr. K-3)
*Poison Dart Frogs (gr. 4-6)
Poisonous Snakes (gr. 5-7)
Prairie Storms (gr. K-4)
Primate School (gr. K-3)
*Pterosaurs: Rulers of the Skies in the Dinosaur Age (gr. 4-6)
The Rainforest Grew All Around (gr. K-3)
Ready, Set, Wait! What Animals Do before a Hurricane (gr. K-4)
Red around Me (gr. K-2)
Reptiles and Amphibians Explained (gr. 3-6)
Rhino (gr. 4-6)
*Ride the Wind: Airborne Journeys of Animals and Plants (gr. 4-6)
Salamander Season (gr. K-3)
Sea Lion (gr. 4-6)
*Sea Slime: It's Eeuwy, Gooey and Under the Sea (gr. K-3)
Seymour Simon's Animal ABCs (gr. K-3)
*Seymour Simon's Colors in Nature (gr. K-3)
*Shadows in the Dawn: The Lemurs of Madagascar (gr. 5-6)
Sharks and Dolphins: A Compare and Contrast Book (gr. K-3)
*Sleepytime for Zoo Animals (gr. K-3)
*The Smallest Dinosaurs (gr. 3-5)
Snake (gr. 4-6)
Sorting at the Ocean (gr. K-3)
Sounds of the Savanna (gr. K-3)
The Sparrow and the Trees (gr. K-3)
*Spiders Near and Far (gr. 5-6)
*Splashtime for Zoo Animals (gr. K-3)
*Swimmingtime with Sea Lions and Other Adventures in the Galapagos Islands (gr. 5-6)
They Just Know: Animal Instincts (gr. K-3)
*They Swim the Seas: The Mystery of Animal Migration (gr. 4-6)
*They Walk the Earth: The Extraordinary Travels of Animals on Land (gr. 4-6)
*Think Like an Eagle: At Work with a Wildlife Photographer (gr. 4-7)
*Tiburones Fabulosos [Incredible Sharks] (gr. 3-5)
*Tule Elk (gr. 4-6)
*Up-close Mysteries: Zoomed-in Photo Puzzles (gr. K-2)
Watch Out for Sharks! (gr. 5-7)
Water Stories: Adventures Afloat (gr. 5-7)
*The Way to Draw and Color Dinosaurs (gr. 5-7)
*The Way to Draw and Color Monsters (gr. 5-7)
*When Mammoths Walked the Earth (gr. 5-7)
*Who Grows up in the Snow: A Book about Polar Animals and Their Offspring (gr. K-4)
*Why Do Kittens Do That? Real Things Kids Love to Know (gr. 3-5)
*Why Do Puppies Do That? Real Things Kids Love to Know (gr. 3-5)
*Why Does the Cat Do That? (gr. 3-5)
*Wild Bears (gr. K-4)
*Wild Goat (gr. 4-6)
Zebra (gr. 4-6)

Tell Me Why, Tell Me How (gr. 2-3)
How Do Caterpillars Become Butterflies?
How Do Mountains Form?
Why Do Bears Hibernate?

That’s My Dog (gr. 2-3)
Beagles
Bulldogs
German Shepherds
Golden Retrievers
Labrador Retrievers
Pugs
Siberian Huskies
Yorkshire Terriers

Biography
Biggest Names in Sports (gr. 3-5)
Jose Altuvé
Giannis Antetokounmpo
Odell Beckham Jr.
Mookie Betts
Antonio Brown
Kris Bryant
Derek Carr
Sydney Crosby
Anthony Davis
Kevin Durant
James Harden
Bryce Harper
Aaron Judge
Patrick Kane
Auston Matthews
Kylian Mbappé
Connor McDavid
Von Miller
Maya Moore

Alex Morgan
Cam Newton
Shohei Ohtani
Alexander Ovechkin
Dak Prescott
Cristiano Ronaldo
Matt Ryan
Jordan Spieth
Mike Trout
Carson Wentz
Russell Westbrook

* Biography from Ancient Civilization (gr. 5-7)
The Life and Times of Aristotle
The Life and Times of Cleopatra
The Life and Times of Hammurabi
The Life and Times of Hippocrates
The Life and Times of King Arthur
The Life and Times of Nostradamus
The Life and Times of Pericles
The Life and Times of Plato
The Life and Times of Rameses the Great
The Life and Times of Thucydides

* Junior Biography from Ancient Civilization (gr. 3-5)
Alexander the Great
Archimedes
Genghis Khan
Leif Erikson
Marco Polo
Nero

* Pirates around the World: Terror on the High Seas (gr. 4-6)
Anne Bonny
Black Bart (Bartholomew Roberts)
François L'Olonnais
Sir Francis Drake

Taking a Stand (gr. 5-6)
Larry Itliong Leads the Way for Farmworkers’ Rights
Parkland Students Challenge the National Rifle Association
Sophie Scholl Fights Hitler’s Regime
The Standing Rock Sioux Challenge the Dakota Access Pipeline

* What's So Great About ...? (gr. 4-6)
  Amelia Earhart
  Christopher Columbus
  Harriet Tubman
  Johnny Appleseed
  King Tut
  Martin Luther King, Jr.
  Pocahontas
  The Tuskegee Airmen

World Leaders (gr. 5-6)
  Jacinda Arden
  Kim Jong Un
  Emmanuel Macron
  Angela Merkel
  Moon Jae-in
  Narendra Modi
  Pope Francis
  Vladimir Putin
  Justin Trudeau
  Xi Jinping

Single Titles
  *Alicia Alonso: Prima Ballerina (gr. 5)
  *Anne Elizabeth's Diary: A Young Artist's True Story (gr. 5-7)
  *Bad Guys: True Stories of Legendary Gunslingers, Sidewinders, Fourflushers, Drygulchers, Bushwhackers, Freebooters, and Downright Bad Guys and Gals of the Wild West (gr. 5-7)
  Benjamin Franklin, Scientist and Inventor (gr. 5-7)
  *The Book of Rock Stars: 24 Musical Icons that Shine through History (gr. 5-7)
  *Buddha (gr. 4-5)
  *The Flower Hunter: William Bartram, America's First Naturalist (gr. 5-6)
  *Forging Freedom: A True Story of Heroism during the Holocaust (gr. 5-7)
  *Free at Last: The Story of Martin Luther King Jr. (gr. 3)
  *Freedom River (gr. 5-7)
  *Hokusai: The Man Who Painted a Mountain (gr. 5-7)
  *Joan of Arc (gr. 5)
  John Cabot (gr. 4)
  *The Joke's on George (gr. 5-6)
  *Letters to Horseface, Being the Story of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's Journey to Italy, 1769-1770 (gr. 5-7)
  *A Library for Juana: The World of Sor Juana Ines (gr. 3-5)
  *Lionhearts Saladin, Richard I, and the Third Crusade (gr. 4-7)
  Lives of Extraordinary Women: Rulers, Rebels (and What the Neighbors Thought) (gr. 6)
  *Malala Yousafzai: Warrior with Words (gr. 5-7)
  *Manjiro: The Boy Who Risked His Life for Two Countries (gr. 5-6)
  Me and Willie and Pa: The Story of Abraham Lincoln and His Son Tad (gr. 5-7)
  Mountain Men: True Grit and Tall Tales (gr. 5-7)
  Nelson Mandela: The Boy Called Troublemaker (gr. 5-7)
  Out of Darkness: The Story of Louis Braille (gr. 5)
  *Poor Richard in France (gr. 5-7)
  Searching for Laura Ingalls: A Reader's Journey (gr. 5-7)
  Shaka King of the Zulus (gr. 3-6)
  *Shooting Star: Annie Oakley (gr. 4-6)
  The Story of Pocahontas (gr. 3)
  *Will Rogers: Larger than Life (gr. 4-6)
  Zora! The Life of Zora Neale Hurston (gr. 5-7)

Careers

Animal Helpers (gr. K-3)
  Aquariums
  Raptor Centers
  Sanctuaries
  Wildlife Rehabilitators
  Zoos

Dirty & Dangerous Jobs (gr. 3-4)
  Arctic Trucker
  Bat Researcher
  Deep Sea Fishing
Movie Stunt Worker
Oil Rig Worker
Oil Spill Cleaner
Parasite Collector
Pest Control Worker
Pit Crew Worker
Sewer Inspector
Storm Chaser
Wilderness Rescue Pilot

**Single Titles**
Check It Out! Reading, Finding, Helping (gr. K-2)
*A Day in the Life of a Veterinarian (gr. 1-3)
Ghostly Evidence: Exploring the Paranormal (gr. 4-6)

**Civics**

*How Government Works (gr. 5-6)*
Collecting Taxes
Declaring War
Executive Orders
Passing a Budget
Vetoing Bills

*My Guide to Citizenship (gr. 4-6)*
Immigration in the U.S.
U.S. Immigration Services
U.S. Laws of Citizenship
Your Guide to Becoming a U.S. Citizen

*My Guide to the Constitution (gr. 4-6)*
The Bill of Rights
The Executive Branch
The Judicial Branch
The Legislative Branch
The Power of the States
The Story of the Constitution

**Spotlight on Civic Action (gr. 4-5)**
Building Consensus
Civic Engagement
Civic Roles in the Community
Civic Virtue
Community Service and Volunteering
Constitutional Democracy
Electoral College
The Importance of Jury Service
Majority Rules vs. Individual Rights
Separation of Powers
Social Activism
Why Voting Matters

**Concepts**

*All About Shapes*
I See Circles (gr. K)
I See Ovals (gr. K)
I See Rectangles (gr. K)
I See Squares (gr. K)
I See Stars (gr. K)
I See Triangles (gr. K)

*Opposites (gr. K-1)*
Big and Small
Clean and Dirty
Fast and Slow
Happy and Sad
High and Low
Hot and Cold
More and Less
Near and Far
Tall and Short
Wet and Dry

**Controversial Issues**

*News Literacy (gr. 5-6)*
Avoiding Clickbait
Confronting Disinformation
Debunking Conspiracy Theories
Navigating Filter Bubbles
Recognizing Bias
Seeing through Internet Hoaxes
**Pros and Cons (gr. 5-6)**
- Animal Testing
- The Electoral College
- Homework
- Legalizing Marijuana
- Paying College Athletes
- Playing Video Games
- School Uniforms
- Vaccines

**Earth & Space Science**

**Destination Space (gr. 5-6)**
- The Apollo Missions
- Building Reusable Rockets
- Finding Earthlike Planets
- Missions to Mars
- NASA and the Astronauts
- The Space Shuttle Missions
- Space Stations
- Voyage to Pluto

**Detecting Disasters (gr. 3-5)**
- Avalanches
- Earthquakes
- Floods
- Hurricanes
- Tornadoes
- Tsunamis
- Volcanic Eruptions
- Wildfires

**DK Eyewitness (gr. 3-6)**
- Arctic & Antarctic
- Astronomy
- Climate Change
- Crystal & Gem
- Desert
- Ecology
- Energy
- Everest
- Hurricane & Tornado
- Jungle
- Light
- Mars
- Natural Disasters

**Hands-on STEM (gr. 2-3)**
- Energy
- Friction
- Gravity
- Inertia
- Light
- Magnetism
- Momentum
- Waves

**Earth in Action (gr. 4-5)**
- Earthquakes
- Floods
- Hurricanes
- Tornadoes
- Tsunamis
- Volcanoes

**DK Eyewitness (gr. K-4)**
- Earth
- Forest
- Ocean
- Rain Forest
- Rivers and Lakes
- Space
- Volcano
- Weather

**DK Readers (gr. 2-7)**
- Savage Earth
- Weather

**I Spy up in the Sky (gr. 2-3)**
- The Clouds
- The Moon
- The Stars
- The Sun
Natural Phenomena (gr. 3-5)
Northern Lights
Rainbows
Sinkholes
Tides

Natural Wonders of the World (gr. 3-5)
Amazon Rainforest
California's Redwood Forest
Grand Canyon
Great Barrier Reef
Mount Everest
Niagara Falls
Sahara Desert
Yellowstone National Park

Single Titles
Clouds: A Compare and Contrast Book (gr. K-2)
Danger! Earthquakes (gr. 3-5)
*Danger! Volcanoes (gr. 3-5)
*Earth Words: A Dictionary of the Environment (gr. 5-7)
Earth's Moon: A Shipmate's Guide to Our Solar System (gr. 5-7)
*Matter: See It, Touch It, Taste It, Smell It (gr. K-4)
*Mercury (gr. 5-7)
*Neptune (gr. 5-7)
*Planet Mars (K-4)
*Planets around the Sun / *Los Planetas Alrededor del Sol (gr. K-4)
*Saturn (gr. 5-7)
*Tormentas Increibles [Super Storms] (gr. 4-6)
Tornado Tamer (gr. 3)
*DK Reader: Twisters (gr. 2-7)
*Uranus (gr. 5-7)
*Venus (gr. 5-7)

* Space (gr. 3-4)
Asteroids, Comets, and Meteors
Earth and the Moon
Jupiter
Mars
Mercury
Neptune
Saturn
The Dwarf Planet Pluto

The Stars
The Sun
Uranus
Venus

Tell Me Why, Tell Me How (gr. 2-3)
Why Do Volcanoes Erupt?
Why Does It Rain?
Why Does the Sun Set?

The Environment
* Gardening for Kids (gr. 4-6)
A Backyard Flower Garden for Kids
A Backyard Vegetable Garden for Kids
A Kid's Guide to Container Gardening
A Kid's Guide to Landscape Design
A Kid's Guide to Making a Terrarium
A Kid's Guide to Perennial Gardens
Design Your Own Butterfly Garden
Design Your Own Pond and Water Garden
Organic Gardening for Kids

Get Outside (gr. 2-3)
Get Outside in Fall
Get Outside in Spring
Get Outside in Summer
Get Outside in Winter

Single Titles
* DK Earth Matters (gr. 5 and up)
* DK Everything on Earth (gr. 3-6)
* Fighting Fires (gr. K-3)
* DK First Garden Activity Book (gr. K-3)
* DK Voyage Ocean (gr. 5 and up)
* Let's Try It Out: In the Air Hands-on Early-learning Science Activities (gr. K-4)
* Let's Try It Out: In the Water Hands-on Early-learning Science Activities (gr. K-4)

* Use It, Reuse It (gr. 2-3)
Glass
Metal
Paper
Fables & Folk Tales
Fractured Fairytales (gr. K-3)
Believe Me, Goldilocks Rocks!
Honestly, Red Riding Hood Was Rotten!
Seriously, Cinderella Is So Annoying
Trust Me, Jack's Beanstalk Stinks!

Let's Learn Aesop's Fables (gr. 1-3)
The Ant and the Grasshopper
The Boy Who Cried Wolf
The Hare and the Tortoise
The Lion and the Mouse
The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse

Mythical Creatures (gr. 2-3)
Bigfoot
Dragons
Fairies
Mermaids
Trolls
Unicorns
Vampires
Werewolves

Single Titles
*Excalibur (gr. 5-7)
*Fire Came to the Earth People: A Dahomean Folktale (gr. K-3)
*Half a Kingdom: An Icelandic Folktale (gr. 4-6)
*King Arthur and the Round Table (gr. 5-7)
*Lancelot (gr. 5-7)
*Punia and the King of Sharks: A Hawaiian Folktale (gr. K-4)
*Raven's Light: A Myth from the People of the Northwest Coast (gr. 4-6)
*The Sword in the Stone (gr. 5-7)

Geography
*DK Eyewitness (gr. 3-6)
Africa
China
India
Russia

* Flavors of the World (gr. 4-6)
The Food of China
The Food of Greece
The Food of Italy
The Food of Mexico
The Food of Thailand

* General Science (gr. 4-6)
Mapping Coasts
Mapping Mountains
Mapping Oceans
Mapping Rivers
Mapping the Sky
Mapping Towns and Cities

It's My State! (gr. 3-4)
*Alaska
*Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
*Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
New Hampshire
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
*South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas
*Utah
*Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Washington, D.C.
Wisconsin

**Landforms (gr. 2-3)**
- Canyons
- Caves
- Deserts
- Islands
- Mountains
- Plains
- Plateaus
- Valleys

**Single Titles**
* DK Children’s World Atlas (gr. 3-6)
* Down under, Down under: Diving Adventures on the Great Barrier Reef (gr. 4-6)
* DK Danger (gr. 3-6)

**Drawing New York’s Sights and Symbols (gr. 2-5)**
* Surtsey: The Newest Place on Earth (gr. 6-7)
* Uluru, Australia’s Aboriginal heart (gr. 5-7)
* Vietnam ABCs (gr. K-5)
* Welcome to the Sea of Sand (gr. K-4)

* **Superchef (gr. 7-9)**
  - The Cooking of Brazil
  - The Cooking of China
  - The Cooking of France
  - The Cooking of Greece
  - The Cooking of India
  - The Cooking of Italy
  - The Cooking of Mexico
  - The Cooking of Thailand

* **World Cultures in Perspective (gr. 5-7)**
  - Brazilian Cultures in Perspective
  - Caribbean Cultures in Perspective
  - East Asian Cultures in Perspective
  - Islamic Culture in Perspective
  - Israeli Culture in Perspective
  - Louisiana Creole & Cajun Cultures in Perspective
  - Native Alaskan Cultures in Perspective
  - North African Cultures in Perspective
  - Polynesian Cultures in Perspective
  - Southeast Asian Cultures in Perspective

**Holidays**
* Celebrate with Me/Celebra conmigo (gr. 2-4)
  - Christmas/Navidad
  - Independence Day/Dia de la independencia
  - Memorial day/Dia de los Caídos
  - Thanksgiving/Acción de Gracias

**Single Titles**
* Birthdays! Celebrating Life around the World (gr. K-4)
* Days of the Dead (gr. 5-7)
* Maria Molina and the Days of the Dead (gr. 3-5)
* Nickommoh! A Thanksgiving Celebration (gr. 4-6)
* The Story of the First Thanksgiving (gr. K-4)

**Humor**

**Single Titles**
* Silly Vampire, Werewolf and Zombie Jokes and Riddles (gr. K-4)
* Silly Animal Jokes and Riddles (gr. K-4)
* Silly Dinosaur Riddles (gr. K-4)
* Silly Space Monster Jokes & Riddles (gr. K-4)
* Silly Zoo Animal Jokes & Riddles (gr. K-4)

**Life Science**
* The Amazing Human Body (gr. 4-6)
  - Excretory System
  - Nervous System
  - Reproductive System
  - Respiratory System
  - The Senses

**Deadliest Diseases of All Times (gr. 3-4)**
- Cholera
- Influenza
- Malaria
- Smallpox
- The Plague
- Polio
* DK Eyewitness (gr. 3-6)
Epidemic
Evolution
Forensic Science
Fossil
Human Body
Rescue
Skeleton
Tree

* DK See How They Grow (gr K-1)
Bunny
Lamb
Owl
Pony

* Gross and Goofy Body (gr. 4-6)
It's Spit-acular! The Secrets of Saliva
Now Hear This! The Secrets of Ears and Hearing
Pump It Up! The Secrets of the Heart and Blood
The Eyes Have It: The Secrets of Eyes and Seeing
Up Your Nose! The Secrets of Schnozes and Snouts

* Head to Toe Health (gr. 3-4)
Chickenpox
Food Allergies
Head Lice

* Life Science (gr. 3-4)
Germ Wars
Give Me a Hand: The Secrets of Hands, Feet, Arms, and Legs
Here We Grow: The Secrets of Hair and Nails
Manatees
Moving and Grooving: The Secrets of Muscles and Bones
The Skin You're In
You've Got Nerve!

Plants in My World (gr. PK-2)
Let's Plant a Tree
Our Flower Garden
Picking Fruit
Plants in My Pond
What Are Seeds?

Single Titles
* Animals Alive (gr. 3-6)
* Animals and Me (gr. K-3)
* Animals Up Close (gr. 4-6)
* Ask a Bug (gr. 1-3)
* Ask a Dinosaur (gr. 1-3)
* Body Sense, Body Nonsense (gr. 4-5)
* DK Eyewonder: The Human Body (gr. K-4)
* DK The Human Body (gr. 2-7)
* Down, Down, Down in the Ocean (gr. 3-5)
* Exploring Ecosystems with Max Axiom, Super Scientist (gr. 3-5)
* Inside the Human Body (gr. 4-6)
My Bones and Muscles (gr. 1)
Nature's Paintbrush: The Patterns and Colors around You (gr. 1-3)
* Plant Plumbing: A Book about Roots and Stems (gr. K-2)
* Professor I.Q. Explores the Brain (gr. 5-7)
* Professor I.Q. Explores the Senses (gr. 5-7)
* The Shocking World of Electricity with Max Axiom, Super Scientist (gr. 3-5)
* Swamp Stories: Adventures in Wetlands (gr. 5-7)
* Think, Think, Think: Learning about Your Brain (gr. K-3)
Trees: A Compare and Contrast Book (gr. K-2)
* You Breathe in, You Breathe out: All about Your Lungs (gr. 3-5)

Math & Money
* Business and Economics (gr. 4-6)
Saving
Spending

* A Teen Guide to Investing (gr. 5-7)
Investment Options for Teens
A Teen Guide to Buying Bonds
A Teen Guide to Buying Mutual Funds
A Teen Guide to Buying Stocks
A Teen Guide to Safe-haven Savings
First Glance Finance (gr. 3-4)
Learning about Earning
Making a Budget
Starting a Business

Money Skills for Kids (gr. 5-6)
Understanding Buying and Spending
Understanding Credit and Debt
Understanding Income and Savings
Understanding Money Goals and Budgeting
Understanding Stocks and Investing

Single Titles
* DK Why Pi (gr. 2-5)
  Kitchen Math (gr. 2-3)
  * Night-time Numbers: A Scary Counting Book (gr. K-3)
  Tortoise and Hare's Amazing Race (gr. 1-3)

Miscellaneous
Single Titles
  * Action Alphabet (gr. K-4)
  * Animals Don't Wear Pajamas: A Book about Sleeping (gr. 4-6)
  * Artful Illusions Designs to Fool Your Eyes (gr. 5-7)
  * DK Big Questions (gr. 5-8)
  * DK Children’s Book of Art (gr. 4-6)
  * DK Children’s Illustrated Encyclopedia (gr. 5-8)
  * DK One Million Things: A Visual Encyclopedia (gr. 5 and up)
  * DK The New Children’s Encyclopedia (gr. 3-6)
  * Communities (gr. K-2)
  * Close, Closer, Closest (gr. K-4)
  Ghosts (gr. 5-7)
  * How to Draw Your Own Story: Haunted House (gr. 4-6)
  * How to Draw Your Own Story: Monster Bash (gr. 4-6)
  * The Library (gr. K-2)
  * Manners in the Library (gr. K-2)
* Manners with a Library Book (gr. K-2)
* Out of Sight: Pictures of Hidden Worlds (gr. 5-7)
* Staying Safe on the School Bus (gr. K-3)
Strange Mysteries from around the World (gr. 5-7)
* Supermarket (gr. 4-6)
The Unofficial Star Wars Trivia & Quiz Book: A Galaxy of Movie Fun from Anakin to Yoda (gr. 5-9)

Native Americans
* First Americans (gr. 4-6)
The Blackfeet
The Mandan
The Menominee
The Mohawk
The Tlingit
The Zuni

First Peoples of North America (gr. 7-9)
The People and Culture of the Cherokee
The People and Culture of the Cheyenne
The People and Culture of the Iroquois
The People and Culture of the Shawnee
The People and Culture of the Sioux
The People and Culture of the Wampanoag

Native American Cultures (gr. 2-3)
Native American Art
Native American Ceremonies and Celebrations
Native American Clothing
Native American Food
Native American Governments
Native American Homes

Single Titles
* The Ancient Cliff Dwellers of Mesa Verde (gr. 5-7)
The Horse and the Plains Indians: A Powerful Partnership (gr. 6)
The City of the Gods: Mexico’s Ancient City of Teotihuacan (gr. 5-7)
* Kanaheha: A Cherokee Story (gr. 3-5)
Sitting Bull: "Tatanka Iyotake" (gr. 3-4)
**Poetry**

**Single Titles**
*Bird Watch: A Book of Poetry (gr. 5-7)*
*Home to Me: Poems across America (gr. 1-5)*
*A Moon for Seasons (gr. 4-6)*
*The Originals: Animals That Time Forgot (gr. 4-6)*
*A Pet for Me: Poems (gr. 3-5)*
*Ring of Earth: A Child's Book of Seasons (gr. 5-7)*
*Sea Watch: A Book of Poetry (gr. 5-7)*
*This Big Sky (gr. 3-6)*
*Who Was the Woman Who Wore the Hat? (gr. 4-6)*

**Sports**

**Single Titles**
*DK Eyewitness (gr. 3-6)*
*Baseball*
*Olympics*
*Soccer*

**Focus Readers (gr. K-1)**
*Baseball*
*Basketball*
*Dance*
*Football*
*Gymnastics*
*Hockey*
*Lacrosse*
*Soccer*
*Swimming*
*Wrestling*

**Martial Arts in Action (gr. 4-6)**
*Aikido*
*Capoeira*
*Judo and Jujitsu*
*Kickboxing*
*Tae Kwon Do*
*Wrestling*

**The Outdoors (gr. 3-5)**
*Bear Hunting*
*Bowhunting*
*Deep-Sea Fishing*

**Sports Build Character (gr. 2-3)**
*Caring in Sports*
*Citizenship in Sports*
*Courage in Sports*
*Fairness in Sports*
*Perseverance in Sports*
*Respect in Sports*
*Responsibility in Sports*
*Trustworthiness in Sports*

**Sports Nation (gr. 5-6)**
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in California*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in Colorado*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in Florida*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in Illinois*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in Massachusetts*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in Michigan*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in Minnesota*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in New York*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in North Carolina*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in Ohio*
*It’s Great to Be a Fan in Pennsylvania*
It’s Great to Be a Fan in Texas

* Sports Science (gr. 4-8)
  Science at Work in Auto Racing
  Science at Work in Baseball
  Science at Work in Basketball
  Science at Work in Football
  Science at Work in Snowboarding
  Science at Work in Soccer

Technology & Machines

Coding (gr. 3-5)
  Coding Basics
  The Future of Coding
  How Coding Works
  Video Game Coding

Cutting-Edge Technology (gr. 3-5)
  3D Printing
  Apps
  Coding
  Drones
  Online Gaming
  Robots
  Smart Technology
  Social Networking

* CyberSmarts: Staying Safe Online (gr. 3-6)
  Avoiding Predators Online
  Playing Games Online
  Protecting Your Privacy Online
  Stopping Cyberbullying
  Using Social Networks

* DK Eyewitness (gr. 3-6)
  Boat
  Building
  Car
  City
  Computer
  Flight
  Future
  Invention
  Photography
  Robot

Science
  Submarine
  Technology

Engineering Challenges (gr. 3-5)
  Bridges
  Dams
  Fighter Jets
  Race Cars
  Rockets
  Skyscrapers
  Stadiums
  Tunnels

How It Works (gr. 3-5)
  Gasoline Engines
  The Internet
  Smartphones
  Televisions
  Toilets
  Vending Machines
  Wi-Fi

Inventions that Changed the World (gr. 5-6)
  Electricity
  Facebook
  The Internet
  Printing Press
  Steam Engine
  Twitter

Let’s Fly (gr. 2-3)
  Drones
  Fighter Jets
  Flying Cars
  Helicopters
  Passenger Planes
  Rockets

Let’s Roll (gr. 2-3)
  Choppers
  Dirt Bikes
  Dragsters
  Hot Rods
  Indy Cars
  Monster Trucks
  Sports Cars
**Stock Cars**

**Makerspaces (gr. 5-10)**
- Getting the Most out of Makerspaces to Build Robots
- Getting the Most out of Makerspaces to Build Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
- Getting the Most out of Makerspaces to Create with 3-D Printers
- Getting the Most out of Makerspaces to Explore Arduino & Electronics
- Getting the Most out of Makerspaces to Go from Idea to Market
- Getting the Most out of Makerspaces to Make Musical Instruments

**Single Titles**
- *Amazing Aircraft / Aeronaves Asombrosas* (gr. 4-5)
- *Boats Afloat* (gr. K-4)
- *Bridges* (gr. 5-7)
- *Bridges Are to Cross* (gr. 3-5)
- *Cool Cars* (gr. 3-5)
- *Drawing Spaceships and Other Spacecraft* (gr. 5-7)
- *The Fort on Fourth Street: A Story about the Six Simple Machines* (gr. 3-5)
- *Game Design* (gr. 3-4)
- *Giant Machines* (gr. K-4)
- *Philo Farnsworth and the Television* (gr. 3-5)
- *Samuel Morse and the Telegraph* (gr. 3-5)
- *Skyscrapers* (gr. K-4)
- *Space Travelers* (gr. 5-7)
- *Space Words: A Dictionary* (gr. 5-7)
- *Sun Fun* (gr. K-4)
- *The Sun, the Moon, and the Stars* (gr. K-4)
- *Wheels around* (gr. K-4)

**Technology Inspired by Nature (gr. 3-5)**
- Clothing
- Energy
- Everyday Inventions
- Medical Technology

**Robots**

**Transportation**
* *Technology of the Ancients* (gr. 4-6)
  - The Aztecs
  - The Chinese
  - The Mesopotamians
  - The Romans
  - The Vikings

**World History**
* *Explore Ancient Worlds* (gr. 5-7)
  - Ancient Assyria
  - Ancient Athens
  - Ancient Babylon
  - Ancient China
  - Ancient India: Maurya Empire
  - Ancient Rome
  - Ancient Sparta
  - The Aztecs
  - The Byzantine Empire
  - The Celts of the British Isles

* *DK Eyewitness* (gr. 3-6)
  - Ancient China
  - Arms & Armor
  - Aztec
  - Buddhism
  - Castle
  - Christianity
  - Christopher Columbus
  - Commanders
  - Da Vinci and His Times
  - Dance
  - Early Humans
  - Explorer
  - Food
  - Judaism
  - Knight
  - Knives & Swords
  - Medieval Life
  - Mythology
  - Pirate
  - Pyramid
  - Religion
Shakespeare
Shipwreck
Soldier
Titanic
Treasure
Viking
Warrior
Weapon

*DK Eyewonder (gr. K-4)*
Explorer
Viking

* A Kid’s Guide to Mythology (gr. 3-5)*
Apollo
Athena
Hercules
Thor

* Life As … (gr. 3-4)*
A Child in a Japanese Internment Camp
A Child Laborer During the Industrial Revolution
A Homesteader in the American West
A Passenger on the Mayflower
A Prospector in the California Gold Rush

* Monsters in Myth (gr. 4-6)*
Cerberus
The Chimaera
The Cyclopes
Medusa
The Minotaur
The Monsters of Hercules
The Sirens
The Sphinx

* Profiles in Greek and Roman Mythology (gr. 4-6)*
Achilles
Apollo
Artemis
Athena
Dionysus
Hades
Hephaestus
Hercules
Hermes
Jason
Odysseus
Perseus
Poseidon
Theseus
Zeus

*Monumental Milestones (gr. 4-6)*
Disaster in the Indian Ocean: Tsunami 2004
FDR and the New Deal
Hurricane Katrina and the Devastation of New Orleans, 2005
The Story of the Attack on Pearl Harbor
The Story of the Holocaust
The Story of the Underground Railroad

*Single Titles*
*DK Atlas of Ancient Worlds (gr. 4-8)*
*DK Piratepedia (gr. 3-7)*
*Drawing History: Ancient Egypt (gr. 5-8)*
*Drawing History: Ancient Greece (gr. 5-8)*
*Drawing History: Ancient Rome (gr. 5-8)*
*Knights and Castles (gr. 5-7)*
*Pyramids and Mummies / *Piramides y momias (gr. 4-6)*
Stone Age Farmers beside the Sea: Scotland’s Prehistoric Village of Skara Brae (gr. 5-7)
*Stories on Stone: Rock Art Images from the Ancient Ones (gr. 4-6)*

*Writing*
*Single Titles*
*Show Me a Story: Writing Your Own Picture Book (gr. 2-4)*
*Words, Wit, and Wonder: Writing Your Own Poem (gr. 2-4)*